A concept for the development of model indicators for policy makers to adapt German inland waters to climate change
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Abstract: Indicators are used for reducing complexity and for highlighting decision relevant topics and relationships. In response to actual transition processes currently taking place in the German inland waters management system, the objective of the research programme KLIWAS (Impacts of climate change on waterways and navigation - Searching for options of adaptation) is the assessment of climate-induced changes of flows and water levels, taking into consideration the uncertainties in climate projections. The main aspect of the indicator concept in KLIWAS is to translate relevant information to make it usable for policy makers. This necessitates a scientifically based formulation of indicators. The KLIWAS system approach and multi-model approach help to build this scientific base. We analyse user requirements and develop a concept for suitable indicators, mainly related to the ecological and economic issues of the maintenance of German inland waterways. This concept will support policy makers while assessing the efficiency of adaptation measures to manage the impacts of climate change. Therefore, the indicators are compared and contrasted with a set of decision-relevant parameters. The later set is derived from technical and administrative policy objectives for the operation and maintenance of waterways. We are also considering the existing legal requirements for river basin management. The models applied in the research programme will be analysed with regard to these indicators. The significance of the indicators will be evaluated, and requirements for the model development will be formulated. Our objective is to build an indicator concept which helps to answer the following questions: Where is the system of German inland waters impacted by climate change effects? What environmental and economic effects follow these possible impacts?
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1 INTRODUCTION

Actual transition processes taking place in the German inland waters management system are the implementation of the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) and the possible impacts on navigation and waterways by climate change. The WFD came into force in 2000 and was implemented in German law in 2010. Management of German inland waters is since then being expanded beyond just transport issues to water management issues including achieving and maintaining a good ecological status (or potential) and the ecological continuity of water bodies. The aim is an integrated river basin management with a focus on sustainable development. This also implies the consideration of possible climate change effects in future planning processes. Global climate projections anticipate considerable changes in extreme weather conditions, in the oceanographic
conditions (e.g. a rise in sea level) and in the inland water regime (IPCC [2007]). Based on the currently available global climate projections, far-reaching consequences for navigation, waterways, and the depending economy may be expected (ENVICOM task group 3 [2008]). Policy makers therefore expect reliable statements on which adaptation measures need to be taken and when. The purpose of the departmental research programme “KLIWAS – Impacts of climate change on waterways and navigation - Searching for options of adaptation” by the German Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development (BMVBS [2009]) is to assess climate-induced changes of flows and water levels in navigable inland waterways. Other fields of interest are the range of such variations, their effects on the ecology of waters, the economic consequences - especially for navigation - and ultimately the identification of options to adapt to changes. The results are brought together as the KLIWAS indicators and these are able to help policy makers to transform into government action, while also enabling them to quantify the progress made in the transition process. We are also linking our work to the indicator concept of the German Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change (Schönthaler et al. [2010]). This strategy is based on the European White Paper on adaptation to climate change, which initiated another transition process in European countries.

How does one get well-grounded specific information about environmental problems, such as climate change, without getting lost in a huge amount of information? How does one choose the critical information, which is relevant for this inland water issue? Indicators can help, because they simplify complexity (Smeets and Weterings [1999]), since they point to certain topics representative for those issues concerned. Indicators may highlight the relevant relationships and help to communicate and evaluate. In relation to policy-making, (environmental) indicators are used for three major purposes (Smeets and Weterings [1999]):
1. to supply information on environmental problems;
2. to identify key factors that cause pressure on the environment;
3. to monitor the effects of policy responses.

2 METHOD

2.1 System approach

![Figure 1. Model chain for the system oriented approach in KLIWAS (BMVBS [2009]).](image)

We base our indicator concept on the idea that there are starting impacts and various responding processes, including adaptation measures. We understand the
system of German inland waters as an open system (see figure 3 in the Appendix), where climate change primarily affects precipitation, radiation and external inflows. Starting impacts are all direct results of changes, for example, in runoff processes, sediment balance or water temperature regime, which themselves impact other processes and so on. Furthermore, there are a number of feedbacks, so that a complex structure of impacts and reactions emerges. Adaptation measures in management functions are initiated from policy makers as reactions on the system changes.

Potential adaptation measures can only be evaluated when the complex system under investigation is fully analysed and well understood. Therefore, KLIWAS uses a system approach with a complex model chain (see figure 1), starting from global and regional climate models, via hydrological and morpho-hydraulic models, up to ecosystem and economic models. All models are already being used routinely or are being further developed for specific fields. They are an important tool to monitor the system “inland waterway” in all its parts concerning its vulnerability to climate change (BMVBS [2009]).

2.2 Multi-model approach

The future evolution of climate and discharge will be the result of natural variability and current or future human impact. Neither aspect can be predicted precisely, but has to be estimated on the basis of two criteria (Nilson et al. [2012]):

1. Different but plausible assumptions of human activity (i.e. socio-economic scenarios, greenhouse gas emission or concentration scenarios), and;
2. Different but plausible computer models that simulate climate variations that are a result of the influence of (1) and the current state of knowledge of climate dynamics (i.e. climate projections).

At each step of the model chain (described in section 2.1) future projections are derived and evaluated, uncertainties are assessed by the KLIWAS multi-model approach (Krahe et al. [2009], BMVBS [2009]). By using a model ensemble instead of only one model, it becomes possible to assess the degree of robustness of climate change data. The term ‘robustness’ refers to the ability of the models to plausibly reproduce the main features of the observed climate in the 20th century and it refers to their conformity over a clear majority of projections. It must not be confused with ‘likelihood’ or ‘probability’, which by definition cannot be determined in a scenario-based study (Nilson et al. [2012]). This approach provides at each step of the model chain a range of possible future outcomes, hence we can choose plausible scenarios for future development of the German inland waters.

2.3 Indicator concept

A great variety of indicators already exist in for river basin management and for river basin research. Many of them are based on the DPSIR-Framework of the European Environmental Agency EEA (Smeets and Weterings [1999]; Wiggering and Müller [2004]; Walmsley [2002]; Harremoes and Turner [2001]). These typologies were designed as an analytical tool to display complex interactions and to analyse dynamic flows in systems (Morosini et al. [2001]). DPSIR stands for: Driving forces and the resulting environmental Pressures on the State of the environment have Impacts resulting from changes in environmental quality and on (societal) Responses to these changes in the environment. Kristensen et al. [1999] describe it as a kind of „systems approach“. This level can be enlarged through indicators which depict progress and efficiency of targets and make them measurable, see the ABCD-scheme of the EEA (Smeets and Weterings [1999]).

Over the last ten years however, many indicators are also in use that are not dedicated to a theoretical typology, but are only structured in action fields or subsystems (BLAG KliNa [2010]; Schönthaler et al. [2010]; SRU [2008]; Statistisches Bundesamt, [2008 and 2010]). This method lightens the handling of indicators especially for external users who are not familiar with indicator theory, but want to use indicators for their specific issue.
The main aspect of the developed indicator concept in KLIWAS is to condense the relevant information into indicators and to make them usable for policy makers. Therefore, we reduce any theoretical background to a minimum. This enables a maximum of comfort for potential users. We follow the system approach used in KLIWAS and build groups of indicators according to the declared subsystems. We also subdivide our indicator concept in two categories: impact indicators and adaptation indicators (Stosius and Kofalk [2012]). The term ‘impact’ used in this connotation means not the same as in the DPSIR framework, we use this term wider, enclosing all influences into the system. The term ‘adaptation’ implies, on the one hand, ecological reactions of the natural system itself, and on the other, economy and policy related changes, i.e. adaptation measures and the building of adaptive capacity.

The set of indicators in this concept is based on two foundations. One is the main impacts and adaptations according to climate adaptation within the German inland waters system. The other is decision-relevant parameters in technical and administrative policy objectives as well as the existing legal requirements for German inland waters. The developing steps of the indicator concept are shown in figure 2.

**Figure 2.** Flowchart to illustrate the steps to develop an indicator system for policy makers to adapt German inland waters to climate change.

### 3 IMPLEMENTATION SO FAR AND OUTLOOK

Within the KLIWAS research programme, we developed a preliminary system understanding of the German inland waters under climate change. Climate change may influence precipitation, radiation and external inflows. Starting impacts are all impacts coming directly from these changes, for example on runoff processes, sediment balance or water temperature regime. They are followed by various processes determined by starting impacts and the structure of the system, such as morphology, water quality or flora and fauna.

We use the results of the research groups working within KLIWAS to assess the key factors in the processes studied. They deliver an individual overview over their specific research theme by naming the main determining factors and parameters according to climate adaptation in their subsystems. We group them according to impacts or adaptation parameters.

The next step is to compare and contrast this set of parameters with the set of decision-relevant parameters. The later set is derived from technical and administrative policy objectives for the operation and maintenance of waterways. They are collected through literature studies and dialogues with policy makers also considering the existing legal requirements for river basin management. We can show gaps and overlaps this way and find hints for possible lock-ins in the...
transition process to a sustainable river basin management of German inland waters.

One challenge on the way to a set of indicators is to translate the resulting parameters from the KLIWAS system analysis into plain language of policy makers. At the moment we are entering into a dialogue with the Federal Waterways and Shipping Administration to get a clear picture of their ‘indicators’ and parameters used in their operational work. This enables us to see if the preliminary research results of KLIWAS indeed meet the demands of the future users, and if not we can give hints to the working groups on how to modify their simulations.

Development has begun on our indicator concept. We are defining key parameters of the two foundations of the indicator concept and are comparing these sets of parameters (steps 2, 4 and 5 in figure 2). But we still have to fill gaps in the main impact and adaptation parameters for a complete view of the German inland waters system. We want to complete the set of indicators based on the two defined foundations of the concept so it will be capable of acting in the near future. Therein we have to take uncertainties into account depicted by the range of the model chain results.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Developing model indicators for policy makers to adapt German inland waters to climate change is a science and policy nexus for adapting to climate change and coping with transition processes. Our work helps to combine the KLIWAS results and the needs of policy makers.

The integrated KLIWAS approaches deliver a detailed system analysis and a well-grounded choice of model chains from climate and hydrological, morphological and ecological models to provide a range of potential future outcomes under climate change. The results of the KLIWAS research groups are analysed under the aspects of main impacts and adaptations within the German inland waters system. The main aspect of the developed indicator concept in KLIWAS is to condense relevant information and to make it usable for policy makers. To this end we are developing a concept for suitable indicators, mainly related to ecological and economic issues of the maintenance of inland waterways. This concept will support policy makers to assess the efficiency of adaptation measures as they manage the impacts of climate change.

There is still work to do before we reach an applicable set of indicators. The concept needed as a basis to develop indicators is the first step. The next step is the full alignment of parameters derived from KLIWAS results with technical, administrative and legally binding parameters, followed by defining the indicators based on reliable expertise and data. The set of indicators may then help policy makers in the Federal Waterways and Shipping Administration but also other users to cope with challenges in transition processes, such as climate change. Moreover indicators can play an important role in the design of decision support systems. De Kok et al [2008] describe that internal consistency of models and data, effective communication, and functional flexibility are essential to warrant a proper balance between scientific standards, the availability of models, and the requirements of users. This facilitates the design process and improves the chance of successful implementation of decision support systems. This implies the necessity of a scientifically based formulation of indicators.
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APPENDIX
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Climate change

Boundary conditions

Atmosphere
- precipitation, wind, air temperature, radiation, etc.

Sea
- sea state, salinity, tides, currents, ice, sediments, water temperature

River Basin
- inputs of water, solutes and solids (suspended solids, sediment, fertilizers, pesticides, etc.)

Federal waterway

Compartments
- rivers, coastal zones, estuaries, canals, ports, ships, fairways, sediments, suspended solids, bedloads, hydroengineering works, riparian buildings, water body, banks, foreland, etc.

State variables
- water levels, runoff/streamflow, water temperatures, suspended-solids concentrations, bedload transport, dredged materials, salinity, ecological descriptors, etc.

Processes
- currents, erosion, remobilization of sediments, chemical and biological reactions, population dynamics, etc.

Management functions

- waterway operation
- waterway maintenance
- waterway development

National laws on water and dredging
- FFH-directive, EU-WFD, EIA, etc.
Figure 3. The system approach implemented in KLIWAS. The amounts of change marked in orange are currently under investigation and serve as basis for the development of indicators (BMVBS [2007]).